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1. Purpose

1.1 The Committee are asked to approve the introduction of the proposed environmental
improvements on Dunottar Avenue, Shawhead, Coatbridge (Phase 3). Phases 1 and 2 being
completed in November 2015.

2. Background

2.1 A request for traffic calming on Dunottar Avenue, Coatbridge was received by the council. This
request was reviewed however the original request for the introduction of traffic calming does
not meet the road safety criteria for the introduction of traffic calming as set out by the
Planning and Development Committee dated 6 January 1998. It was therefore considered that
the introduction of environmental improvements be promoted and funded by Regeneration
Services. A review of accident statistics has identified that there have been no speed related
injury accidents in the last three years on Dunottar Avenue. This environmental improvement
project was recognised as a method to improve community safety and is supported by the
Coatbridge Local Area Committee.

2.2 Elected Members were approached to alleviate residents' concerns regarding speeding traffic
and the number of vehicles using the narrow streets at peak periods avoiding Whifflet Street.

2.3 Therefore, in response to concerns raised by local elected members and residents, proposals
for measures (appendix 2) were prepared. These consist of a series of speed cushions placed
in pairs at intervals along the carriageway.

2.4 A consultation exercise was carried out and the proposals were advertised. In addition, the
Chief Constable, Police Scotland; The Road Haulage Association; Local Elected Members,
community groups along with other organisations have been consulted.

3.

3.1

4.

4.1

Proposal

A number of objections were received and three residents have maintained their objections.
These are detailed in appendix 1 together with officer comments.

Financial Implications

The funding for this project will be met through Coatbridge Local Development Programme
Fund.



5. Corporate Considerations

5.1 The council may proceed with the implementation of these environmental improvements,
abandon the environmental improvements, amend the environmental improvements or appoint
an independent person to conduct a local inquiry.

6. Recommendation

6.1 It is recommended that committee approve the installation of the environmental improvement as
proposed in Appendix 2.

I

KENNETH FORBES
HEAD OF ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS

Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact
Douglas Rimmer, on 01236 632634



PROPOSED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT MEASURES
DUNOTTAR AVENUE, SHAWHEAD PHASE 3

APPENDIX I − MAINTAINED OBJECTIONS

Details of Objection Comments
Resident 1

At present there is no provision or budget for
Provision of additional parking be funded resident parking in this area.
instead of traffic calming measures

Resident 2
Due to the amount of vehicles parked in the The proposed traffic calming will reduce
street there is really no need for traffic calming congestion by making the route less favourable to
as it is not possible to get from one end to the 'through traffic' that would otherwise use Whifflet
other without stopping and pulling up at least Street.
once, sometimes every few feet to allow Large sections of Dunotter Avenue attract few
oncoming vehicles to pass. parked cars particularly during the day.

Having had to manoeuvre over these in the The traffic calming will not prevent cars from
other streets in Shawhead that already have parking on the road. Parked cars and vans (in a
them I feel they detract from health and safety of variety of heights) do present visibility issues for
both drivers and pedestrians as cars that cannot drivers.
get parked properly because of them are However the reduced speeds induced by the
parking on the pavements and cars sitting on traffic calming will provide drivers with longer
them are raised up so obstructing the view of reaction times reducing both the likelyhood and
drivers of pedestrians mainly children who may outcome of any accident.
be hidden from drivers sight.

As traffic is already restricted by parked cars, The cushions are designed to have cars traverse
vans on either side of the street it means the over the highest points of the humps as a
cushions are not used as intended, as the deterrent to speed − the cushions are sized and
driver is having to pull into middle of street and spaced to ensure there is no benefit to cars by
going over the highest points of these humps traversing the cushions in the centre of the road.
due to cars parked at each side of the road.

In the winter I feel these will be so dangerous as Traffic calmed areas are appropriately signed and
covered with snow we will not know where they placed such that they are visible to all drivers.
are and if your car skids on or off of these it will
most definitely hit other parked or passing
vehicles.

If we cannot see them will they be lifted by any The cushions have a flush leading edge and are
snow plough that may be clearing the snow. set in a concrete base. The gradient of the

cushion ramps are designed to have minimal
impact on any vehicle. The rubber tipped leading
edge of a plough will not lift or damage the
cushion.

I also object on the grounds that not one of the The dwellings in Killin Court, Striven Court, Etive
many persons I have spoken to that live in Killin Court, Campsie Court, Cheviot Court and Ettrick
Crt, Striven Crt, Ettive Crt, or Campsie, Cheviot Court were all included in the neighbour
or Ettrick Crt have received this letter or been notification.
given the chance to make their objections know. The proposals were also publically advertised.
This amounts to 96 homes that have been
excluded.
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APPENDIX I − MAINTAINED OBJECTIONS (Contd)

Resident 2 (contd)
The cost of this project is a total waste of funds Both the Local Area Committee and the Local
especially in the current financial climate in Area Partnership consider that this work should
which spending on services and service delivery progress and have allocated the appropriate
are being cut back, I would therefore like to see funding to this project.
the justification for the proposed expenditure. The Project will be procured through a tendering

process to ensure value for money is achieved as
per the Council's standing orders

Resident 3
due to the number of vehicles in the street it's The proposed traffic calming will reduce
very near impossible to go above the advisory congestion by making the route less favourable to
20mph speed limit; 'through traffic' that would otherwise use Whifflet

Street.
Large sections of Dunottar Avenue attract few
parked cars particularly during the day.

there haven't been any reported accidents in the The traffic calming measures proposed are to
Street that would call for Traffic calming address road safety concerns raised by the local

community and their Councillors. These concerns
relate to vehicle speeds and vehicles using the
Shawhead residential roads when the A725
Whifflet Street is heavily trafficked.

the layout of the street (blind bend) limits your The bend on Dunottar Avenue can be considered
speed; to be a traffic calming feature however the

remainder of Dunottar Avenue is generally in
straight sections up to 450m long.

this street is not part of the rat run route, the Dunottar Avenue was considered for traffic
streets which are used for this already have the calming to alleviate road safety concerns when
traffic calming measures in place; the budget became available through the Local

Development Plan.

the bottom end of Dunottar Avenue (which leads The speed cushions have been chosen as they
to a dead−end) is the only vehicle access route have the preferred vertical deflection used on bus
for 6 of the flats and 24 houses within Dunottar routes and for other vehicles.
Avenue, due to the number of parked cars as All Emergency Services have been included in
well as Speed cushions this could be alarming the consultation process.
for emergency service vehicles trying to access
this side of Dunottar Avenue;

Many residents of Dunottar Avenue/Shawhead The location of the speed cushions are such that
flats area are elderly and some residents have they do not obstruct existing disabled bays and
allocated disabled parking spaces, these will not prevent cars from continuing to parkon−cushions

would have an adverse impact on their street as they presently do.
driving and parking abilities;

they will cause additional road maintenance Annual inspections are carried out on residential
costs which in this current climate when the roads to identify defects and appropriate repairs
council are cutting costs should be spent more are carried out. Previous case studies have
wisely, the resurfacing and filling of potholes shown that vehicles travelling at an appropriate
takes long enough to rectify without the addition speed, over the traffic calming measures
of Speed cushion/road repairs; constructed in accordance with Traffic Calming

Regulations, should not suffer damage.
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APPENDIX I − MAINTAINED OBJECTIONS (Contd)

Resident 3 (contd)
they cause damage to cars and are hard to Vehicles travelling at an appropriate speed should
negotiate in poor weather causing more not suffer damage.
accidents than preventing Lower speeds induced by the introduction of the

traffic calming will reduce the likelyhood and
outcome of accidents

the speed cushions cause congestion in such a The proposed traffic calming will reduce
busy residential area which also has a bus route congestion by making the route less favourable to

'through traffic' that would otherwise use Whifflet
Street.

Strathclyde Partnership Transport have been
included in the consultation process.

they have an impact on the cyclists who use this Cyclists should not be impacted by the cushions
route. as they can manoeuvre around or between them.
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